NEW VOICES

All that is typical of the Institute's student power and government policy is found in the installation of the new Institute Committee, its Executive Committee, and its offices at the meeting yesterday afternoon. The changing of the powers which guide and instruct student affairs carries with it as always a new dimension in the use of new blood, new methods of approach to the gravest student problems, and new stimuli to effective and positive action.

Not only will the new committee in any way neglected to carry out to its utmost capabilities the purposes and powers which have been vested in it, but it will do so during a period of only one year upon the general conduct of this particular group. In no way have we altered our opinion. However, it is ours with it a very deep significance. It represents the taking in of the Institute Committee, its Executive Committee, and its duties. It makes for further additions to the Institute plant it will be probably inadequate. The new governing body has all the qualities found in former presidents. Make-up Editor
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